KAHR® Grip Extension Suggested Retail $14.95
PG-M9 Fits Kahr 9mm/40SW Models
PG-K380 Fits Kahr Model P380 (two extensions per package)

Ruger® LCP Grip Extension Suggested Retail $14.95
PG-LCP Fits Ruger LCP 380ACP
Adds 3/4” Grip Length (two extensions per package)

Keltec® P3AT/Bersa® 380/Beretta® Tomcat Grip Extension Suggested Retail $14.95
PG-380 Fits 380ACP Keltec, Bersa and 32 ACP Beretta
Adds 3/4” Grip Length

GLOCK®
Suggested Retail $9.95
These products do not alter magazine capacity
PG-19 Model 19/22/23/24/25/26/31/32/34/35/37/38
PG-26 Model 26/27/33/39
PG-26XL Model 26/27/33/39 (1/4” longer)
PG-29 Model 29/30 (9 round mags)
PG-30 Model 30 (10 round mag. only)

Grip Extension
PG-NFML 9mm/40 SW/357SIG
Non Full Metal Lined Mags.
PG-FML 9mm/40SW/357SIG
Full Metal Lined Mags.
PG-2021 Model 20 (10mm)
Model 21 (45 Auto)

Plus Extension (Sub-Compact Model 26, 27, 33, 36 and 39)
Suggested Retail $9.95
PG-2733 Model 26 (9mm) +2
Model 27 (40SW) +1
Model 33 (357SIG) +1
PG-39 Model 26 (9mm) +3
Model 27 (40SW) +2
Model 33 (357SIG) +2
Model 39 (45GAP) +1
PG-36 Model 36 (45ACP) +1

Magazine Extensions
Suggested Retail $9.95
PG-GP Plus Three for (9mm)
Plus Two for (40SW/357SIG)
Plus One for (45GAP)
PG-G9P2 Plus Two for (9mm)
Plus Two Plus One for (40SW/357SIG)
PG-G4SP2 Plus Two for (10mm/45ACP)

Frame Cavity Insert Suggested Retail $6.00
Standard Frame
PG-GFI Glock Models 17/16/19/20/21/22/23/24/25/31/32/34/35
PG-GFSC Glock Models 26/27/28/33/39
PG-F129 Glock Models 29/30
PG-F136 Glock Model 36 Short Frame
PG-F130SF Glock Models 29/30 Short Frame
PG-F120SF Glock Models 20/21 Short Frame
This product fills the cavity behind the magazine well

MAKAROV IJ-70 Rubber Grips
Suggested Retail $19.95
MAK-8 (8 ROUND)
MAK-10 (10 & 12 ROUND)

Beretta® Tomcat/Bobcat (Not for extended safety model)
Rubber Grips Suggested Retail $17.00
PG-21 (Side Panels) M3032 or 21A
PG-32 (Wrap-Around) M3032 or 21A

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY® XD Series
Plus Extension Suggested Retail $9.95
PG-XD+ Fits Compact and Full Size XD Series 9mm/40SW/357SIG/45GAP
(9mm) +3
(40SW) +2
(357SIG) +2
(45GAP) +1
PG-XD45+ Fits Compact and Full Size 45ACP Series
(45ACP) +2

- Grip Extension Suggested Retail $9.95
PG-XD Fits Compact and Full Size XD Series
9mm/40SW/357SIG (not for use with 45 GAP model)
PG-XD45 Fits Compact and Full Size 45ACP Series
(not for 9mm/40SW/357SIG models)

Taurus® PT111 and Keltec® P11 Grip Extension
Suggested Retail $9.95
PG-11 Fits Taurus Model PT111
and Keltec Model P11

PARA-ORDNANCE® Grip Accessories
Rubber Grips
PG-P14 Model P14/16
PG-P13 Model P13
PG-P12 Model P12
PG-P10 Model P10
PG-P10E Fits All Models
Suggested Retail $19.95

Grip Extension
Ultra thin Wrap-Around Grips

Gov't Model 1911 Full Size and Compact Rubber Grips
* Add Finger Grooves to your existing wood panel grips.
* Use the rubber side panels alone or with the front finger groove component for an ultra thin wrap-around rubber grip.

Full Size Suggested Retail
Compact
PG1911-1 Finger Groove Only $11.00 PG-OM1
PG1911-2 Side Panels Only $14.50 PG-OM2
PMG-1911 Panels and Grooves $24.00 PMG-OM

AR15 and Equivalents (M1911 Grip Adapter)
Adapter and Rubber Grips
Allows for the use of Government Model 1911
Plano Grips on your AR15!
Suggested Retail $19.95
PG-AR15 (adapter only)
PG-AR15M (adapter & rubber grips)
Suggested Retail $36.00